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Many American teens wouldn’t dream of lighting up a cigarette. They know that tobacco
smoking is an easily acquired and often deadly habit. Too many, however, shrug off
companion health warnings and fire up e-cigarettes instead.

Now Illinois lawmakers are poised to make that harder by raising to 21 from 18 the legal age to
buy tobacco or e-cigarette products. The Illinois Senate has approved a measure on a 35-20
vote; the proposal now moves to the House.

We urge lawmakers to vote yes, and Gov. Bruce Rauner to sign the bill into law.

This is not a Nanny State overreach into the personal habits of Illinoisans. It’s a smart way to
help some unknowable percentage of young people from decisions that they and their families
would regret for decades to come.

We’re sure that lawmakers hear many of the same arguments against this proposal that we
have: 18-year-olds serve in the military and vote, why can’t they buy cigarettes or e-cigarettes?
We say no for the same reason that we supported a statewide ban on smoking in public places
a decade ago. Because it’s a public health imperative that yields huge benefits. Anyone miss
those smoky restaurants? Anyone?

The teen smoking rate is plummeting, driven by indisputable science and generations of
adults warning of the dangers over and over. But too many teens turn to vaping. Why?
Because it’s less noxious and obnoxious to take a furtive hit of nicotine from a dispenser that
resembles a flash drive, a pen, or a lipstick tube than it is to light up a cigarette. E-cigarette
makers cater to the young with candy flavors in nicotine-infused liquid. The vapor can smell
like strawberry, cotton candy, caramel and other delicious aromas with enticing names like
Blue Voodoo, Smurf Cake, Unicorn Milk.

No, e-cigarettes are not as harmful as tobacco ones, according to the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. But please note: Electronic cigarettes are not harmless. E-
cigarettes “can contain harmful and potentially harmful substances, including nicotine, heavy
metals like lead, volatile organic compounds, and cancer-causing agents,” the CDC warns.

Here’s another troubling trend: Some researchers say teens who start vaping are far more
likely to eventually move on to cigarettes. (Ironically, adults often start vaping to quit smoking.)

In March, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration unveiled dramatic intentions to cut nicotine in
tobacco cigarettes, “rendering them minimally addictive or nonaddictive.” If the FDA
accomplishes that, millions of Americans would avoid crippling illness and an early grave. In
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the past few days, the FDA also announced a law-enforcement “blitz” on retailers who sell e-
cigarettes to minors. Good.

About two dozen Illinois cities, including Chicago, already have raised the tobacco and e-cig
purchasing age to 21. They’re protecting the health of some young people in Illinois. But this
should be statewide policy. House members, over to you.

Join the discussion on Twitter @Trib_Ed_Board and on Facebook.
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